Date: 08/22/16

CHANGES TO TEMP FENCE POLICY

DEMO ONLY:
- TUCF can be applied for as Stand-Alone permit, prior to Demo application submittal.
- TUCF can be issued once the Demo permit application has been submitted.
- TUCF can be issued for up to 60 days, but must come down when DEMO is final or a New or Add/Alt. permit has been submitted that requires a TUCF.

NEW or ADD/ALT permits:
- The TUCF will be included as part of the New or Addition SF, COMM or MULTI-FAMILY or any other permit that requires a TUCF. (as listed on the Construction Site Mgmt. form/plan)

  *TUCF & Gates shall be detailed on the Construction Site Management Plan.*

If TUCF is NOT Stand Alone:
- TUCF permit fees will apply
- Inspection will be added to permit card.
- TUCF Contractor will be listed as a Sub on the GC’s permit.
- TUCF Sub will require a Sub Form.
- TUCF permit will be issued along with other Subs when Main permit is issued to GC.
- TUCF must be installed and inspected prior to any work commencing.